
 

 
 

Habibi.Works: Facebook Community Leadership Programme 

We have been working with 

Habibi.Works – a maker-space in 

Epirus, Western Greece – since 2016. 

This summer, we were delighted to 

help them qualify to take part in the 

first Facebook Community Leadership 

Programme, securing them training, 

funding and support to continue their 

excellent work. 

Habibi.Works is a volunteer-run initiative, based in Katsikas, just outside of the city of Ioannina. It 

provides space for refugees and Greek people to develop and use their skills and abilities to create, 

as well as a place away from refugee camps for people to meet, relax, socialise and build a 

community. 

The space contains working areas and tools for woodwork, metalwork, fabric design and creation, an 

art studio, a beauty salon (run by Habibi.Work’s users), a library, 3D printer, computers and internet 

access, a laser wood cutting machine, a gym, as well as a large kitchen, where those who visit create 

shared lunches for all. 

Habibi.Works is addressing several vital needs in the European refugee response, promoting social 

cohesion at the same time as creativity; building community as well as providing material and space 

with which people can make practical improvements to their lives. 

We at Koraki have provided the Habibi.Works team with guidance on communications, as well as 

creating written, photographic and video communications for them to promote their activities – and 

the thinking behind them – to their supporters and the general public.  

This summer, we worked with them 

to gain a place on the Facebook 

Community Leadership Programme, 

and are delighted they are now one 

of 114 organisations from 46 

countries to take part in the 

initiative.  

As a result, Habibi.Works will receive 

training, funding and support from 

Facebook, to further advance their excellent work, and increase the reach of their vital project, 

which provides time, space and materials which enable refugees and Greek people to come 

together, and to create. 

 


